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Abstract
We propose a framework for management of route information and provision of travel information in the context of public transportation systems. The information-management component combines information collected from diverse sources, and processes the information for
the interests of service providers and travelers. Travelers may place queries via different types
of devices and interfaces, and receives travel information in HTML, WML, graphic, and audio
formats. The information-provision component computes the desired information and converts
the information into appropriate output formats. In particular, we present two algorithms that
take advantage of special characteristics of public transportation systems to compute travel
plans efficiently. We discuss possible ways for integrating our algorithms with existing pathplanning algorithms for prioritizing alternative travels plans based on time-independent and
time-dependent costs. Results and feedbacks collected from an open field test, that is available at <http://iris.cs.ntou.edu.tw>, indicate that our algorithms can compute
satisfactory travel plans within a couple of seconds for a public transportation system with
approximately 280 routes serving 2500 stops.

INTRODUCTION
Public transportation systems have become an indispensable part of a modern metropolis.
By providing a complex service network that covers the metropolis, public transportation systems have made commuting so convenient that driving has become a less desirable alternative.
This in turn contributes to the reduction of gasoline consumption and air pollution—two of the
major goals of intelligent transportation systems.
Most people take advantage of public transportation systems only for recurrent trips, however. For non-recurrent trips, it is quite hard even for local people to find out how to travel
between unfamiliar locations via the public transportation systems. Ironically, this phenomenon
is not a result of the unavailability of services, but typically results from the complexity of the
service networks of the public transportation systems. This paper presents a framework for facilitating information management and provision for public transportation systems, hoping to
further encourage people to use public transportation systems.
Our system serves both service providers and commuters. The framework includes two
major components, as shown in the following figure. The route-information manager allows
service providers to monitor and manage the route information when necessary. This manager

will also relay information about real-time vehicle locations to message boards located at bus
stations. (For brevity, we will not distinguish trains, ground buses, and massive rapid transportation vehicles now.) Our system allows various ways for specifying the queries for travel
plans, and returns the travel plans that are computed by the travel-plan finder.
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Figure 1. System Block Diagram

A collection of path-planning algorithms form the core of the travel-plan finder. We present
algorithms that compute travel plans between two locations, and discuss algorithms that prioritize alternative paths based on time-dependent costs. Our algorithms for computing travel plans
differ from traditional shortest-path planning algorithms, both label-setting and label-correcting
algorithms [1, 13], in that we explicitly model the constraint imposed by the fact that public buses serve on pre-selected paths. Explicitly modeling and taking advantage of such route
constraint allow ourselves a chance to find travel plan more efficiently than otherwise.
It is typical that there are multiple alternative ways to travel from one location to another.
Hence, there is a strong demand for ordering the alternative plans based on users’ preferences.
Users of public transportation systems may have a wide variety of preferences, however [2].
Techniques employed by traditional shortest-path algorithms suffice to prioritize travel plans
only with time-independent costs [5]. We discuss algorithms useful for prioritizing travel plans
with time-dependent costs based on the notion of stochastic consistency [14].
We introduce the route-information manager and the preprocessing of route information in
the next section. We then spend two sections on deliberation of the design of route planning and
prioritizing algorithms. We conclude this paper after discussing the user interface and extended
applications of our system.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
The management of route information consists of two components. The route-information
manager allows service providers to monitor and manage operation-related information, and
the route-information preprocessor converts raw route-information data into a database of information tailored for searching travel plans.

ROUTE-INFORMATION MANAGER
The route-information manager takes as input information from several sources, and integrates and processes the raw data into several useful formats. The information may come from
the request to update route information when buses are to be rerouted. The information may
also be real-time operation data, such as current locations of vehicles in service [8], the actual
number of passengers on a bus, the actual travel time between bus stops, and the number of
people waiting at the stops.
A very important function of the route-information manager is to allow service providers to
update the route information. Once in while, the bus services may be interrupted for some unexpected reasons, and service providers may need to change the routes of some bus services temporarily. No matter what reasons that cause these changes of bus services, a route-information
provision system must attempt to instantly reflect such changes in its recommended travel plans.
Therefore, the route-information manager ought to offer a secure and distributed interface on
the Internet so that service providers may conveniently update route information.
The route-information manager also disseminates appropriate information to users of different needs. Service providers can lay out their business strategies based on the utilization of their
services [4]. For instance, one may adjust the frequencies of bus services if the demand for that
bus route has changed significantly either temporarily or over an extended period. Information
about real-time bus locations is very important for the implementation of bus priority systems
[8, 12]. Passing current locations of buses to people who are waiting at the bus stops helps to
alleviate potential anxiety, thereby improving the service quality.
ROUTE-INFORMATION PREPROCESSING
To facilitate efficient search of travel plans of interest, the route-information preprocessor
specifically compile the raw route-information data into a database for the path-planning task.
We illustrate the definitions of the data formats and basic terms used in our algorithms in a
simplified context shown in the following figure. Each black circle represents a group of stops
that serve the marked locations, and directed lines represent service routes. For clarity, we do
not distinguish stop names and location names until later in this paper.
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Figure 2. Route information assignment

We assign a number to each different service route. Service routes, e.g., R1 and R3, that do
not serve the same set of stops will be assigned different numbers. Service routes, e.g., R1 and
R2, that serve the same set of stops but not in the same order will get different numbers.
We also assign an ordinal number to each stop on a route. Smaller numbers will be assigned
to stops that are served earlier on a bus route, and we use K (r; s) to denote the number assigned
to the stop s on the route r . When a route r does not serve a stop s, we set K (r; s) = 0.
Assume that the route number of R1, R2, and R3 are 1, 2, and 3, respectively. If K (1; A) = l,
K (2; A) = m, and K (3; A) = n, then we will also have K (1; B) = l + 1, K (2; B) = m 1,
and K (3; B) = n + 1. Our algorithms use these numbers to determine whether one may travel
from one stop to another on a particular route.
Our algorithms employ two functions that relate bus stops and bus routes. The algorithms
need to know the set of service routes, SR(s), that serve a given bus stop s. For instance,

SR(B) = f1; 2; 3g and SR(C) = f3g in Figure 2. The algorithms also need to know the bus
stops that are served by two routes, say r 1 and r 2, and we denote these common stops by
CS(r 1; r 2). For instance, CS(1; 2) = fA; B; D; Eg. We can compute SR(s) and CS(r 1; r 2) from
K (r; s):
SR(s)

CS(r 1; r 2)

frjK (r; s) > 0g and
fsjK (r1; s) > 0 and K (r2; s) > 0g:

=
=

CONNECTIVITY MATRICES

In a related work, we propose connectivity matrices as the basis for a path-planning algorithm designed for the context of public transportation systems [10]. Connectivity matrices,
produced by the route-information preprocessor, play a key role in our algorithms for finding
bus connections between locations. Let i and j be the numbers assigned to two service routes.
We set a cell, say Ti;j , of a connectivity matrix T to the number of stops in CS(i; j ). Namely,
Ti;j is the number of ways that we can transfer from route i to j . We set Ti;i to 0, although route
i and itself obviously have common stops.
Consider the network shown in the following figure. We assume that we may transfer from
one route to another at intersections. Therefore, T1;3 = 1 and T2;4 = 1 indicate that we can
transfer from R1 to R3 and from R2 to R4, respectively. The information encoded in the connectivity matrices can be misleading, however. For instance, T 1;4 = 1 suggests that we may
directly transfer from route R1 to R4 no matter where we catch a bus on route R1. In fact, we
cannot transfer directly from R1 to R4 once we pass C.
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Figure 3. A portion of a transportation network and its connectivity matrices
k
The values of Ti;j
in the k th power of T are related to the numbers of ways that we can
transfer between routes i and j via k transfers, assuming that we compute powers of matrices
with the following standard formula.

T

k +1
i;j

=

XT

k
i;l

T

l;j

(1)

l

In Figure 3, T12;2 = 2 indicates that we have two ways to transfer from R1 to R2 by two transfers.
The first method is to transfer from R1 to R4 at C and from R4 to R2 at D, and the second
method is to transfer from R1 to R3 at A and from R3 to R4 at B. However, we need to be
careful in interpreting the numbers. T12;2 = 2 does not mean that we may travel from any
locations served by R1 to those served by R2 by two transfers. Although we may go to E from
C by transferring at A and B, we cannot go to F from C via R1, R3, and then R2. Furthermore,
notice that we cannot transfer from R2 to R1 at all, but we have T22;1 = 2.
The key is that being able to transfer from a route X to another route Y does not guarantee
that we may travel from all locations served by X to all locations served by Y . Computing the
powers of connectivity matrices with Equation (1) ignores the service directions of the routes
and relative locations of stops on the routes. Consequently, numbers in a connectivity matrix
may exaggerate the number of ways that one may travel from one location to another.

We can make the information encoded in T 2 precise by calculating T 2 with an improved
mechanism. In reality, there is exactly one way to transfer from route i to j via route r for each
unique pair of stops s 2 CS(i; r ) and t 2 CS(r; j ) such that the following condition holds.

K (r; s) < K (r; t)

(2)

If the inequality reverses, we would have to travel on route r in its opposite service direction to
transfer from i to j , which is not allowed in practice. Applying (2), we will obtain the correct
T 2 for Figure 3.
Notice that we need to check the feasibility of travel plans even if we compute connectivity
matrices precisely. There are three possible ways to transfer from route i to j via r in the
following figure, i.e., transferring at location pairs (B; G), (B; H), and (D; H). Not all of them
may constitute feasible travel plans for all needs to travel from locations served by i to locations
served by j . If we are to travel from A to H, all three alternatives will work. Only one of these
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Figure 4. A difficult example for computing T i;j

alternatives is right for traveling from C to H because we cannot travel backwards from C to
B on i, as is implied by K (r; B) < K (r; C). Hence, when the connectivity matrix T 2 suggests
that we may transfer from one service route to another, we need to double check the K values
of the origin, the destination, and the transfer locations to make sure the travel plan is feasible.
k
In fact, we can show that Ti;j
=
implies that there are at most ways to transfer from
stops served by route i to stops served by j by exactly k transfers. Taking advantage of this
observation, we can prove the following property that is useful for planning service routes in
designing service routes for a public transportation system [10].
Property 1 Let T represent the connectivity matrix for a public transportation system. Assume
that there is no service route running from a location x to another location y . If there exists an
l
integer k such that kl=1 Ti;j
= 0 for all i 2 SR(x) and j 2 SR(y ), then traveling from x to y
requires no less than k transfers.

P

If we do not want people to transfer more than twice to travel between locations, we must
at least make such a k smaller than 3 for all location pairs served by the public transportation
l
. If there are some very large Mi;j in M , there may be many ways
system. Let Mi;j = kl=1 Ti;j
to travel from x to y . In this case, we may consider to shift the service routes so that we can
balance services between other location pairs without seriously degrading current services.
The connectivity matrices capture the route constraint on how one may travel from the
origin to the destination. Using this information, the search algorithm can reduce the amount
of search work that would be needed otherwise. Overestimating ways of transferring between
routes may offset the improvement in efficiency, but this will not make our algorithms slower
than traditional uninformed search algorithms. We will apply the connectivity matrices and
connecting-route functions to path-planning problems.

P

CONNECTING-ROUTE FUNCTIONS

For a pair of routes, i and j , our algorithms employ connecting-route functions CR 1 (i; j )
that relates i and j to route numbers of the routes that provide ways to transfer from i to j .

CR1 (i; j ) represents the route numbers of the routes that directly run from some stops on route i
2
to some stops on route j . When T i;j
> 0, the algorithm checks CR1 (i; j ) for detail information
about how to transfer from route i to j . We can compute CR 1 (i; j ) at system design time with
the following formula:

frjT  T > 0
i;r

r;j

min

and

2CS(

s

i;r )

K (r; s) <

max

2CS(

t

r;j )

K (r; t)g:

(3)

Applying (3) to the example shown in Figure 3, CR 1 (1; 2) will be set to f3; 4g, and both
CR1 (1; 1) and CR1 (2; 1) will be set to empty sets. Notice that the second condition in (3)
ensures that CR1 (i; j ) does carry correct information. If we drop this condition, we would obtain CR1 (1; 1) = f3; 4g and CR1 (2; 1) = f3; 4g. It is easy to verify that CR1 (1; 1) = f3; 4g
suggests impractical travel plans and that CR 1 (2; 1) = f3; 4g suggests impossible travel plans.
A natural extension of CR1 (i; j ) is CR2 (i; j ) that relates routes i and j to a pair of routes
3
(r 1; r 2) that will connect some stops on i to some stops on j . This function and T i;j
are very
useful for algorithms that are designed to compute travel plans that require three transfers as we
explain shortly.

FINDING CANDIDATE PATHS
We present the algorithm for finding traveling plans that require no more than two transfers
next. In the algorithm, we have assumed that i 2 SR(O ) and j 2 SR(D ).

Algorithm 1 PathPlanning (Route information, Origin O , Destination D )
1. If O = D , there is no need to commute.
2. Direct connection. For any route r 2 SR(O ) \ SR(D ) 6= ;, if K (r; O ) < K (r; D ), we
can go from O to D by r .
3. One transfer. If Ti;j  1, K (i; O ) < K (i; s) and K (j; s) < K (j; D ) for a stop s 2
CS(i; j ), we can take i at O , transfer from i to j at s, and get to D by j .
2
 1 and there exist stops s 2 CS(i; r) and t 2 CS(r; j ) for a route
4. Two transfers. If Ti;j
r 2 CR1 (i; j ) such that
(a) K (i; O ) < K (i; s),
(b) K (r; s) < K (r; t), and
(c) K (j; t) < K (j; D ),
then we can take i at O , transfer from i to r at s, transfer from r to j at t, and get to D by
j.
The first step checks if the origin and the destination are the same location, and is included
for completeness of the algorithm. The second step examines if both the origin and the destination are served by a service route r . If yes, we have to examine if this route runs from the
origin to the destination. Work conduct at this step may be carried out for all location pairs at
the system design time to improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
The third step looks for travel plans that require one transfer from a route i to a route j . If
Ti;j is positive, then we may transfer from route i to j . We must then check the location of the
transfer stop s, and make sure that it is possible to travel from O to s by route i and from s to
D by route j by comparing the involved K values.
The fourth step looks for travel plans that require two transfers. In fact, there is a general
k
procedure for searching for plans that require k transfers. We make sure that Ti;j
is positive,
look into CRk 1 (i; j ) for possible connecting routes, and examine if there are locations where
we can transfer.

The algorithm relies on the K values of stops for checking the feasibility of travel plans.
The assignment of K values implicitly assumes that all service routes are directed and acyclic.
There is no need to compare K values of two stops on a route r when the path of r forms a loop,
since we can go between any stops on such a route.
An example will make the algorithm easier to understand. We have computed T 2 for the
network shown in Figure 3. The fact that T12;2 = 2 indicates that we can transfer from route
R1 to R2 by two transfers in two different ways. Also, the facts that A 2 CS(R1; R3), that
B 2 CS(R3; R2), and that R3 2 CR1 (R1; R2) indicate that we may transfer from R1 to R2 via
A and B. The algorithm determines that we can travel from C to E via A and B after checking
the involved K values. The algorithm will also find that we cannot travel from C to F via A and
B because K (R2; B)  K (R2; F).
Since we can extend the algorithm to find travel plans that require more than three transfers,
the algorithm is complete in the sense that it can find all plans suitable for the desired trip. In
addition, because the algorithm starts its search for travel plans from those that require lesser
transfers, the algorithm is also optimal in the sense that it can find the travel plans that require
the least number of transfers.
Property 2 PathPlanning is both complete and optimal for searching travel plans that require
the least number of transfers.
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Whether one needs to employ the aforementioned methods for computing connectivity matrices and connecting-route functions in implementing the path-planning algorithm depends on
the requirements of the system. If the route database is changing frequently and if travel plans
recommended by the algorithm must reflect such changes immediately after the raw data is
modified, a precise update of involved functions and matrices may not be desirable for complex
public transportation systems. Doing so may take too much time. Employing approximation
techniques to quickly update the functions should better meet the need for on-line systems. For
such special cases, it may be better for the system to adopt approximation strategies during the
day, and conduct a precise data update during the night.
It is possible for the algorithm to sidestep the exact methods, while the algorithm still computes the best travel plans at a slower speed for each individual query [10]. For instance, there
2
exists a simple method for approximating T i;j
. The following condition ensures that there is at
least one way to transfer from route i to j via r .
min

2CS(

s

i;r )

K (r; s) <

max

2CS(

t

r;j )

K (r; t)

(4)

2
when (4) holds, we
If we add the quantity Ti;r  Tr;j to the summation for computing T i;j
2
will compute an exact T for the example in Figure 3. We can make up artificial examples,
such as the one shown in Figure 4, to illustrate that T 2 computed with the restriction of (4)
may exaggerate the number of ways for transferring between routes. For this particular case,
mins2CS(i;r) K (r; s) = K (r; B) and maxt2CS(r;j ) = K (r; H), so (4) holds. As a result, we would
2
add the quantity Ti;r  Tr;j = 3  2 = 6 to Ti;j
, even though there are only three ways to transfer
from i to j via r . Values computed with this method may be larger than their exact values. As a
result, PathPlanning may conduct more search than necessary, although PathPlanning will find
the best plan eventually. Nevertheless (4) can be effective in some special cases.
2
Property 3 With (4), we compute Ti;j
precisely if no routes in the public transportation system
overlap with each other at two or more separately continuous segments.

Proof. Assume that route r overlaps with i and j at only one continuous segment. Given (4), we
have a generic situation shown in the following figure. Hence, we can transfer from i to r at any

stop s 2 CS(r; i) and from r to j at any stop t 2 CS(r; j ):
L

U

M
2
Figure 5. Applying (4) can lead to exact Ti;j
for some cases.

ROUTE PLANNING WITH HUBS
In a metropolis, there are local business centers where a lot of service routes concentrate.
These hubs provide a great chance for people to switch between different routes. For instance,
we may prefer travel plans that transfer at hubs at steps 3 to 4 in PathPlanning. In a preliminary
report [9], we outlined an algorithm that compute travel plans with hubs, and we provide a
clearer algorithm here.
We promote a stop to a hub in the route-information database based on relative importance
of stops. Bus stops served by more than 15 routes are selected as hubs. Stops of subway and
traditional train systems are automatically considered as hubs. To simplify the task of route
planning, we assign at least two hubs on every service route. If a route has less than two hubs,
we will designate selected stops served by the route as hubs. This extra selection is based on the
total number of routes that serve the stops, and we select the stop served by the most number
of routes as a hub. At this moment, our system has about 170 hubs that are selected from about
2500 ordinary stops.
Technically, the route map has two levels in the database. The base level contains all stops,
and the upper level only hubs. The algorithm needs to know ways for connecting hubs. We
can solve this bootstrap problem with human knowledge or a very simple path planner, since
typically there are direct or one-transfer routes that serve major hubs. The base level will be
used for finding travel plans for trips that require zero and one transfer. For other cases, the
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Figure 6. Travel through hubs when there is no simple plan.

algorithm looks for travel plans with hubs, and Figure 6 illustrates the idea. When we cannot
travel from the origin to the destination directly or with only one transfer, we seek hubs, DH
and AH, that are guaranteed to lead us from O to D. To implement the idea, the algorithm
finds ways to travel from the origin to its nearest departing hubs and ways to travel from the
nearest arriving hubs to the destination. We can then use the information for connecting hubs
to create complete travel plans. A stop s and any of its nearest hubs, h, must be served by a
common route r 2 SR(s). A nearest departing hub and a nearest arriving hub of s on a route
r is respectively the hub h that minimizes positive K (r; h) K (r; s) and K (r; s) K (r; h).
The algorithm will use the set of all nearest departing hubs, denoted NDHS(s), and the set of
all nearest arriving hubs, denoted NAHS(s), of a stop s. In preparation of the route database, we
ensure that NDHS(s) and NAHS(s) are not empty for any stop s. To this end, we may need to
promote terminal stops of some service routes to hubs. The algorithm follows.

Algorithm 2 PathPlanning2(Route information, Origin O, Destination D)
1.–3. Same as those in PathPlanning

4. Transfer via hubs: Recommend a path from O to s 2 NDHS(O ), from s to t 2 NDHS(D ),
and from t to D .

The last step subsumes the functionality of all steps for finding travel plans that require more
than one transfer in PathPlanning. Since NAHS(s) and NDHS(s) are not empty for any stop s,
there is at least one hub for going to D and one hub for leaving O . Given that our database will
contain information for traveling between any hub pairs, we can find at least one travel plan for
any desired trip. Therefore this algorithm is complete. However, this algorithm is not optimal
as the algorithm is not guaranteed to find the travel plans that require the least transfers.

PRIORITIZING CANDIDATE PATHS
A path-planning algorithm needs to prioritize travel plans when there are multiple ways
for the desired trip. Common factors for comparing travel plans include number of transfers,
monetary costs, expected travel time, and seat availability. Different categories of travelers
may weigh one factor more than others [2]. For instance, people who are not familiar with the
metropolis may strongly prefer travel plans with the least transfers for minimizing the burden
of locating bus stops.
We can categorize the preferences into two types, depending on the relationship between
the preferences and time. Many time-independent factors, such as the monetary costs of taking
buses, do not change with time when we consider a duration of shorter than few hours. In contrast, finding the best travel plan that carries time-dependent costs require us to model the change
of time rather precisely when we compare the merits of different travel plans. Researchers have
established an array of path-planning algorithms under these different constraints.
Our algorithms, both PathPlanning and PathPlanning2, can be modified to incorporate a
mechanism for ordering travel plans based on traveler’s preferences. It is easy to suspend our
algorithms whenever they find travel plans at any step, thereby favoring travel plans with smaller
numbers of transfers. Heuristics can be applied to prioritize travel plans found at the executed
steps in our algorithms. For instance, one may prefer subway service to bus service for the same
trip. If the average travel times between stops are available, we can compute the expected travel
times for travel plans found at a step, and prioritize alternative travel plans accordingly.
To this end, we may employ our PathPlanning algorithm as an embedded function in a standard shortest-path algorithm. This algorithm consults PathPlanning for next stops to explore
during the search process. Since PathPlanning can distinguish what next stops can lead the
travelers from the origin to the destination, it only returns these viable intermediate stops to the
standard shortest-path algorithm. Through the cooperation of a standard shortest-path algorithm
and PathPlanning, we can avoid exploring partial travel plans that appear to be highly preferred
but do not lead to the destination.
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Figure 7. Proximity may lead to futile search of travel plans.

Figure 7 illustrates a possible such scenario. A standard shortest-path algorithm may explore
the way to X that is near the origin O because X appears to be a promising intermediate step
initially. However, X does not belong to any route that will lead to the destination D. Therefore

a good path planner should avoid considering X as an intermediate stop, and our PathPlanning
algorithm can perform as a good consultant to standard path-planning algorithm in this aspect.
PathPlanning3 is a skeleton for the cooperation between PathPlanning and standard path
planner. If the preferences are not time-dependent, we can integrate our algorithms with any
shortest-path algorithm, such as the Dijkstra’s algorithm [1], to find the best travel plan.
Algorithm 3 PathPlanning3(Route information, Origin O, Destination D)
1. Attempt to find simple solutions:
(a) Call PathPlanning for travel plans that require no more than one transfer.
(b) Use a traditional shortest-path algorithm to select the best travel plans from those
found in 1(a).
2. Find more complex solutions:
(a) Call PathPlanning for travel plans that require two or three transfers.
(b) Use a traditional shortest-path algorithm to select the best travel plans from those
found in 2(a).
When users’ preferences are time-dependent, this two-level architecture is still applicable. We
just need to replace traditional shortest-path algorithms because they may not find time-dependent
shortest paths [5]. Our algorithms can still serve as the consultant, and we can employ algorithms that are capable of computing time-dependent shortest paths. For time-dependent
constant costs, Kaufman and Smith identify a condition under which the Dijkstra’s algorithm
remains applicable. This consistency condition requires that leaving a place later will not make
one to arrive at another place earlier [7]. This condition holds pretty well with public transportation vehicles, although this condition might be violated in some special conditions in general
transportation problems. Wellman et al. extend the idea to cope with time-dependent probabilistic link-travel times [14, 15]. Their stochastic consistency condition dictates that the probability
of arriving at the next location by any specific time will not be increased by leaving the current
location later. Under this condition, standard shortest-path algorithms, including the A* algorithm, remain applicable for path-planning problems. If we do want to compute the fastest travel
plans when the travel costs are time-dependent and probabilistic in very complex transportation
networks, the computational load may be too high for the system to respond in a timely manner.
Liu and Wellman discuss techniques for computing bounds of travel-time distributions under
the time constraint [11].

USER INTERFACE AND APPLICATIONS
The outermost crust of our frame work shown in Figure 1 is a multi-media, multi-lingual,
and multi-platform user interface. We offer output in audio, graphical, and text formats to help
users gain better idea about what the system recommends them to do. We believe that the
system has to provide a multi-lingual user interface so that we can help foreign travelers. We
also hope to distribute the route information across platforms. In particular, we hope to make
route information accessible from mobile computing devices. To meet this goal, the output of
our algorithms can be converted into the WML format [3].
Realistic bus-information provision systems must have a good user interface to deal with
naming problems of bus stops. Although we may provide a graphic user interface, we cannot
assume all users will locate their origins and destinations on a digital map. Any user-friendly
system must prepare to accept queries that use text input. Such a demand requires our system
to manage the mapping between text inputs for location names and stop names gracefully.

Popular street names such as Main Street may be used as stop names in multiple cities in
the metropolis. Therefore, we need to cope with the problem of different stops carrying the
same stop names. We solve such homographic problems by annotating extra information with
the stop names. When encountering an ambiguous query, our system asks for clarification.
In addition, the user interface needs to cope with synonym problems. It is possible for bus
stops that surround a big site, such as the Darling Harbour in Sydney, to have different names.
When users ask about how to go to the Darling Harbour, a good system should be able to return
a travel plan that terminates at a stop that is geographically close to the Harbour, although the
stop might not be named as Darling Harbour.
We can incorporate other information into our system. Parking information may be valuable
for non-local people who need to come into town. Integrating information about parking and
public transportation system may help these non-local people to park at places where they can
continue their trips on public vehicles. Information about tourist spots and special events can be
interesting to both local and non-local people. Our system can direct people to take public transportation vehicles for these non-recurrent trips. The channels for accessing the services of our
system may include the Internet, wireless mobile devices, and information kiosks installed at
subway stations. By making the bus information as easily accessible as possible, we maximize
the contribution of this information system to the community.

CONCLUSIONS
The popularization of the Internet and wireless communication devices offers new channels
for promoting the public transportation systems. By providing easier access to travel-related
information, we may help people to adopt public vehicles more easily than ever. We take
advantage of recent progress in computer and communication technologies in constructing this
route-information management and provision system. This system helps service providers to
manage and monitor operation data about their services so that they can plan and provide better
services to customers. We also propose path-planning algorithms for finding bus connection.
This service could be very valuable for non-recurrent trips. Our system shows the travel plans
in HTML, WML, graphic, and audio formats to meet requirements in different application
contexts.
Planning explicitly with the route constraint and hubs provides us a chance to find travel
plans more efficiently than planning at the stop level. Connectivity matrices and related functions capture the route constraint by encoding the possibilities of transferring among routes.
With this information, the PathPlanning algorithm focuses on related routes to search for feasible travel plans. As a result, this algorithm can foresee which search direction may lead to the
solution, thereby offering better search efficiency than traditional search algorithms. Categorizing stops into hub and regular-stop classes allows us to tackle more complex queries efficiently.
This hierarchical structure is similar to the hierarchical encoded map views technique used for
finding shortest path in large areas [6]. We have implemented PathPlanning2 for a field test at
<http://iris.cs.ntou.edu.tw>. Results collected from field tests indicate that this
algorithm can compute satisfactory travel plans within a couple of seconds.
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